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Ancillary Products Catalogue
Agrii delivers advice, services and technology to UK farmers and horticulturalists 
and as part of our offer we supply a range of ancillary products. This catalogue 
outlines what we provide and how you can contact us – we hope you fi nd it of use.

Ordering
You can order ancillary products through your usual Agrii contact or by calling our 
Customer Services Team on the number below:

Agrii Customer Services
Tel: 0845 607 3322
Fax: 0845 607 3300
Email: info@agrii.co.uk

Please note that this catalogue does not list all of the products available. If you 
have any questions about any of the products on offer, or do not see what you are 
looking for, please contact our friendly and professional team.

A bit about our services ...
Agrii is involved in every major cropping area and offers a complete range of 
services to arable and horticultural growers including seed and fertiliser.

  Highly qualifi ed agronomists
  Independent advice
  Full range of crop protection products
  Master Seeds – Agrii’s quality seed range
  SoilQuest – Agrii’s precision agronomy service
  Fertiliser supply and nutrition advice
  Decision Support Services
  Farm Consultancy Services
  Mobile Seed Processing Service
  Web based information service – AgriiPlus
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Respirator 7700 half mask and fi lters
Class 2 half mask with EN 148-1 thread 
connection.

1 mask and 2 fi lters required.

Mask
Code: NORTH5

Filters
Code: NORTH22

Face Shield Perfo Nova 82044

Code: NORTH1

Respirator 5400 full face & fi lter (N5400)
Class 2 full face mask with EN-136 thread
connection.

1 mask and 1 fi lter required.

Mask
Code: NORTH20

Filters
Code: NORTH21



Safety Equipment

Hooded Coverall – Liquid and Particle Protection
   Durable SMS breathable fabric with additional 

treatment for increased protection against water 
based chemical splash

   Low lint fabric and internal seams to reduce the 
risk of fi bre contamination

   Two way zip for quick and easy access to work 
clothes

    Strong triple stitched seams
    CE type 5 & 6

Colour: White
Size: M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

M Code: COVERA
L Code: COVERA002
XL Code: COVERA001
XXL Code: COVERA003
XXXL Code: COVERA004

Nitrile Gloves

Code: GLOV22 (S)
Code: GLOV23 (M)
Code: GLOV24 (XL)

Chemical Resistant Apron
Green

Code: APRON

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Chemical Storage

Transchem Box
   May be fully locked with snap lock 

hinges
   Non slip base to prevent movement when 

breaking
   Carrying handles
   Hour long fi re protection
   Strong fi bre glass construction

Dimensions: Top: 460mm x 385mm
 Base: 430mm x 355mm
 Height: 400mm

Code: CHEM1

Spill Kit
Contents Quantity
Pads 40 x 52cm 25
Sock 125 x 7.5cm 4
Cushions 42 x 37 x 10cm 2
Dammit slab 1
Disposable bag & tie 1
Gloves & goggles 1
Code: CSK1

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Fertilisers

Agroblen
15+9+9 (12–14 months)
Specifi c Usage: Base fertiliser for top fruit trees.
Agroblen 15+9+9 is a resin controlled release fertiliser. This is the ideal 
fertiliser to provide the release characteristics suitable for re-planting 
fruit trees. The release period is 12-14 months.

Pack size: 25kg
Code: ARGOB1

Sportsmaster Renovator Pro
10+2+4
New Sportsmaster Renovator Pro is the triple action fertiliser from 
Scotts. As well as providing essential nutrients to promote growth and 
improve colour, it contains two selective herbicides for routine and 
heavy weed control. In addition, it contains Iron for the control of moss 
and rapid green-up of the turf.

Pack size: 25kg
Code: RENOPRO25KG

Sportsmaster Spring & Summer
9-7-7

Pack Size: 25kg 
Code: SCOTTS97725KG

Sportsmaster Autumn & Winter

Size 25kg 
Code: SPORTSAUT



Fertilisers
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Osmocote Pro

Type 
3/4 Month

Pack size 25kg
Code: OSMOCO017

Type
5/6 Month

Pack size 25kg
Code: OSMOCO016

Type
8/9 Month

Pack size 25kg
Code: OSMOCO019

Type
12/14 Month

Pack size 25kg
Code: OSMOCO018

YARA PG Mix
12+14+24

Pack Size: 25kg
Code: PGMIX

Osmocote Top 
Dress
Pack Size: 25kg
Code: 
OSMOCO10



Fertilisers
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Sulphate of Potash
Plant food to promote fruit and fl owers.

   Size: 25kg
   Area Treated: 714m2, 29m2
   Nutrients: NPK 0-0-48
   Recommended users: Flowers, fruit bushes and trees
   Feeding recommendations: Base dressing 35g/m2
   Advice: Keep off leaves and stems

Code: SOP25KG

Sulphate of Iron
Plant food for lime-hating (ericaceous) plants.

   Size: 25kg Area Treated: 714m2, 29m2
   Nutrients: Iron (Fe) 19%
   Recommended users: Moss control

Code: FERRSULP25KG

Lawn Sand
The traditional treatment to control moss.

   Sizes: 185m2, 75m2
   Active ingredients: NPK 5-0-0 + Ferrous Sulphate
   Feeding recommendations: Anytime between late spring 
and early autumn

   Application Rate: 135gms/m2
   Useful Tip: Do not apply on wet or damp grass or in frost or 
drought conditions

Code: LAWNSA001



Fertilisers
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Others (All 25kg)
Sulphate of Ammonia   Code: SHLSUL

Growmore 
Code: GROWMO

Bone Meal 
Code: BONEME

Garden Lime 
Code: GARDEN

Fish Blood & Bone 
Code: FISHBL

Soluble Fertilisers

Krista K is a fully water soluble nitrogen and potassium 
fertiliser. It is a free fl owing, fi ne crystalline powder which 
dissolves quickly in water without any residues. Krista K is 
suited to application through all fertigation systems – drip 
systems, low throw sprinklers, centre pivots and spray units.
Code: POTNIT25KG



Fertilisers
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Soluble Fertilisers

Krista-MAG is a fully water soluble nitrogen 
and magnesium fertiliser. It is a free fl owing, 
fi ne crystalline powder which dissolves quickly 
in water without any residues. Krista-MAG 
is suited to application through all fertigation 
systems - hydroponics, drip systems, low throw 
sprinklers, centre pivots and spray units.
Code: MAGNNNITR25KG

Krista-MAP is a fully water soluble 
nitrogen and phosphorous fertiliser. It is 
a free fl owing, fi ne crystalline powder 
which dissolves quickly in water without 
any residues. Krista MAP is suited to 
application through all fertigation systems 
- drip systems, low throw sprinklers, centre 
pivots and spray units.
Code: MAPHORT25

Krista MgS is a fully water soluble 
sulphur and magnesium fertiliser. 
It is a free fl owing, fi ne crystalline 
powder which dissolves quickly in 
water without any residues. Krista 
MgS is suited to application through 
all fertigation systems - drip systems, 
low throw sprinklers, centre pivots 
and spray units.
Code: EPSOTOP25KG



Fertilisers
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Soluble Fertilisers

Krista-SOP is suitable for fertigation. Ideal where high 
potassium levels are required without additional nitrogen. 
Suitable for crops with a high sulphur demand. Very low 
chloride content. Highly soluble and dissolves very quickly.

Code: POTC1

Krista-MKP is a clean, fully water soluble phosphorus 
and potassium fertiliser making it particularly suited to 
a wide range of horticultural crops. It is a free fl owing, 
fi ne crystalline powder which dissolves quickly in 
water. Krista-MKP is suited to application through all 
fertigation systems - hydroponics, drip systems, low 
throw sprinklers, centre pivots, spray units, misters.

Code: MONOPO

Krista-UP has the highest solubility rate compared 
to other phosphate sources. The product dissolves 
very fast. Krista-UP is a very effi cient acidifi er. 
Krista-UP can reduce water hardness. Helps keep 
nozzles and dripper clean and free from clogging. 
Can be used as an alternative to acids. Helps to 
increase the availability of micronutrients in high 
pH conditions. Reduced N volatilisation with use of 
Krista-UP urea phosphate.

Code: UREAPHOS25DK

Krista-Urea is a fully water soluble urea nitrogen
fertiliser. It is a free fl owing white prill, which 
dissolves quickly in water without any residues.

Code: UREAKEMI25KG

Nitrogen Fertiliser 34.5% prilled in 600kg bags (Minimum order of 3000kg)
Code: NITR4
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Soluble Fertilisers

Calsal
Liquid Calcium Nitrate

Benefi ts:
   Calsal is a liquid calcium nitrate fertiliser
   Suited to application through all fertgation systems
   All nitrogen in the nitrate form
   Less than 0.002% NH4-N

Compatibility: Calsal can be mixed with all water soluble fertilizers except stock solutions
containing either sulphate or phosphate.

Pack Size: Bulk, 1000 litre non-returnable IBC.

Code: CALN6

Amnitra L
Liquid Ammonium Nitrate

Benefi ts: Amnitra L is a liquid nitrogen fertiliser, suited to application through all 
fertigation drip systems Safe to handle, non hazardous liquid ammonium nitrate.

Compatibility: Can be used in combination with Calcinit, Magnitra L / Krista-Mag.

Pack Sizes:
20 litre cans (24.8kg) Code: NITR8
1000 litre non-returnable IBC Code: NITR9

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Soluble Fertilisers

Calcium Nitrate

CalciNit is a fully water soluble nitrogen and calcium 
fertiliser. It is a free fl owing, fi ne granular material 
which
dissolves quickly in water without any residues. CalciNit 
is suited to application through all fertigation systems 
- drip systems, low throw sprinklers, centre pivots and 
spray units.

Pack size: 25kg bags
Code: CALN2

Kristalon
Water soluble NPK fertilisers for liquid feeding.

Benefi ts:
    Contain a full range of chelated trace elements
     Ideal for all irrigation systems, drip, tape, sprinkler 
and pivot systems

Pack size: 25kg. Polythene non slip bags

Kristalon Lilac 20-8-8 Code: KRISTAL
Kristalon Blue 19-6-20 Code: KRISTABL
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Kristalon
Kristalon Orange 6-12-36 Code: KRISTAO
Kristalon Green 18-18-18 Code: KRISTAG

Fertiliser (20-10-10)
Uniform prilled compound fertiliser for
Sportsfi eld application and general fertil-
iser
for Spring and Summer.

Pack size: 25kg bags
Code: 201010A

Paddock Royale (12-11-18)
A compound prilled fertiliser for horse 
and pony pastures. Balanced nutrients 
for plant and animal growth. Easy to 
handle 25kg bag. Accurate to apply 
compound fertiliser. All the elements in 
every prill for accurate application.

Pack size: 25kg bags
Code: PADDOCKR
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Soluble Fertilisers

Ferticare Range
Water soluble fertilisers plus micronutrients.

These grades contain urea phosphate. Urea phosphate is a unique rapidly dissolving 
acid form of phosphate, ideal for helping keep nozzles and drippers free from deposits in 
hard water areas. For use in full hydroponic situations, trace elements are included in all 
feeds. These are designed to aid plant growth but not correct any defi ciency. Enhanced 
levels of trace elements have been added to several grades as follows:

Boron (B) - 130 mg/kg
Copper (Cu) - 250mg/kg
Iron (Fe) - 600mg/kg
Manganese (Mn) - 250 mg/kg
Molybdenum (Mo) - 10 mg/kg
Zinc (Zn) - 100 mg/kg

Ferticare 12-6-36 Code: POLYFEEDSF

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Trace Element Fertilisers

Zinc Sulphate
23.6% Zn
25kg
Code: ZINCSULPH25KG

Copper Sulphate
25% Cu
25kg
Code: COPPERSUL25

Manganese Sulphate
32% Mn
25kg
Code: MANGSULPH32%25KG

Sodium Molybdate
39.5% Mo
1kg Pack
Code: SODIUMMOL

Ammonium Sulphate (Soluable)
21% N
25kg
Code: SULP1



Fertiliser
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Agrii Soft Fruit TE Peat Mix
10kg
Code: SOL13

Agrii Soft Fruit TE Coir Mix
10kg
Code: SOL12A

Boron 21%
Soluble
20kg
Code: BORON25

Iron EDTA
13.2% Fe
25kg
Code: IRON1

Iron EDDHA
7% Fe
25kg
Code: IRON5

Iron DTPA
7% Fe
25kg
Code: IRON6

Trace Element Fertilisers
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Traditional Pot and 
Bedding Compost
An all peat compost 
suitable for growing 
plants in pots and trays, 
hanging baskets and 
tubs.

Size: 75L
Code: VITAX75L

Vitax Q4
5.3 - 7.5 - 10.0 + 3 Mgo + trace 
elements. A fertiliser suitable 
for many crops providing 
all the nutrients required for 
vigorous growth, abundant 
fl owering and ripening of fruit.

Size: 75L
Code: VITAXQ4

Levington Composts
Size: All 75L

Type: Code:
F1 F1LEV75L
M2 M2LEV75L
M3 M3LEV75L

Vitax Traditional Tree and 
Shrub Compost

Size: 75L
Code: VITAXTS75L



Growing Media
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Sinclair Composts Size: All 75L

Type: Code:
All Purpose SHLALL75

Type: Code:
Container SHLCON75

Type: Code:
Potting SHLPOT75

Type: Code:
Medium SHLPOTM
Coarse Potting

Type: Code:
Modular Seed SHLC75



Growing Media
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John Innis 1-3 Size: All 25L
Type: Code:
No 1 JOHNIN1

Multi Purpose 
compost 
60L
Code: 
HUMAX60L

Type: Code: 
No 2 JOHNIN2

Type: Code: 
No 3 JOHNIN3 

Fine Vermiculite
100Ltr
Code: VERMFI
Medium Vermiculite
100Ltr
Code: VERMME
Perlite
100Ltr
Code: PERLITE



Crop Covers
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Gromax Gro-Fleece non-woven crop covers
Gro-Fleece non-woven’s offer a wealth of specialist features:

    Lightweight, gently protecting without 
crushing delicate shoots and new growth

    UV stabilised structure to withstand UV 
degradation throughout the season

   High translucence with excellent air 
andmoisture permeability

     Protection against light frosts whilst raising 
soil temperature by several degrees 
centigrade

   Bird and game damage to the crop can be 
dramatically reduced

   Easy to lay by hand or by standard fi lm 
laying machinery

Gromax Ultimate 1823
Gromax has developed a revolutionary system for improving the performance of Gro-
Fleece crop covers. With Polypropylene extruded weld, you now have the most robust 
material available.

With a unique production process, Gromax has developed the greatest strength available 
for lightweight crop coverings in this range. Gromax Ultimate 1823 has more material in 
the area close to the seam. This additional weight on either side of the join gives up to 50% 
more strength compared to a standard non-woven type.

12.8m x 250m Code: F18231280250

10.5m x 250m Code: F18N10500250
12.8m X 250m Code: F18N12800250

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322



Crop Covers

Gromax Gro-Net Range

Gro-Net AWF/7 
This product is formed into a specialist, 
oblong-style mesh, and allows good air and 
water transmission.  This creates a very fi ne 
barrier against White Fly and other insects, 
giving the best possible result.
Mesh size: 0.25mm x 0.8mm.  Weight: 125g/m2
Code: NTWF7300100

Gromax Gro-Net CC/1 
This product is designed to help towards 
protection against cabbage and carrot root 
fl y, but also increases protection against hail, 
birds, rabbits and game.
Mesh size: 1.3mm x 1.3mm.  Weight: 60g/m2
Code: NTCC11300100

20www.agrii.co.uk

Gro-Net AA/6 
Designed to help towards protection 
against aphids, the   monofi lament Gro-
Net range includes UV stabilisation, and is 
manufactured using monofi lament, high 
density polyethylene HDPE.
Mesh size: 0.75mm x 0.75mm.
Weight: 105g/m2
Code: NTAA61300100



Crop Covers
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Gro-Net AH/9 
Whilst retaining the high specifi cation 
polyethylene base polymer used in the  
manufacture of all the Gro-Net range, this 
lighter weight design with 3mm x 7mm 
hole size can enable Gro-Net BH/9 to be 
laid directly over some crop types in a fi eld 
scale
Mesh size: 3mm x 7mm.  Weight: 147g/m2
Code: NTAH93725200

Gro-Net AB/1 
Superior quality 17mm mesh, double 
stitch mono-thread,  suitable for fi eld 
scale applications on high value fruit and 
vegetable crops.
Roll size 12m x 100m Code: NTAB1512100
20m x 100m code: NTAB1520100
Mesh size: 15mm x 17mm.  Weight: 17g/m2
Code: HTAB1512100

Standard roll sizes are 25m, 100m and 200m.
Other standard sizes are available for reasonable production run quantities.



Crop Covers

Gro-Clean Bio-Mulch Film
Gro-Clean Bio-Mulch has been designed to ensure the greatest wet strength possible, 
which is particularly important when working in the fi eld scale professional environment. 
This specialist fi lm is not only degradable, it is also 100% compostable, leaving no trace 
residues. (Organic certifi ed)

Roll size: 1.5m x 1000m 15mu                       Code: CL15M1501000

Bio-Mulch Film ‘Asparagus Special’
Roll size: 1.5m x 1000m 17mu  
Code: CL17B1501000 
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Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322



Crop Covers

Gro-Tunnels

Gro-Tunnel Type 1  
3 season UV stabilisation
This product has 150 micron      
density with UV and EVA additives 
to help maintain elasticity for 
long-term performance. Designed 
specifi cally for frequent cover and 
removal.

Widths: 8.2m, 9.2m, 9.7m, 10.2m, 
11.2.   
Length: 800m

Gro-Tunnel Type 2  
4 season UV permanent cover with 180 micron density.  It has UV and EVA additives, 
combating UV degradation. 

Widths: 7.3m, 9.2m, 11.1m, 14m.
Length: 800m

Gro-Tunnel Type 3
High EVA
5 Season UV, 180 mu permanent cover 
with UV and EVA additives. The outer 
layer has high UV resistance and anti-
adherant properties. Middle layer 
with thermic additive to stabilise the   
temperature over a 24 hour period. The 
inside layer has an anti-fog additive to 
help moisture roll down the tunnel edges 
to avoid dripping directly onto plants.

Widths: 7.3m, 9.2m, 11.1m, 14m
Length: 800m

For specifi c sizes, contact Agrii
T: 0845 607 3322
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Crop Covers

Gro-Therm
Gromax ‘highblend’ polymer is used in the design of Gro-Therm to produce this clear, 
perforated fi lm, warming up the growing environment to speed up the development of 
healthy and superior crops. Gro-Therm has a specialist perforated pattern for maximum 
strength, creating consistent growing conditions across the entire crop to ensure that all 
plants achieve the same fast growth rate.

Gro-Clean
This strong and highly durable mulching 
fi lm blocks weeds and prevents soil from 
coming into direct contact with fruit and 
green vegetables.
This  product raises  the value of your crop. 
It means weed free growing, less time-
consuming harvests as well as enhanced 
appearance of produce. 
Roll size: 2m x 700m, 35mu, Black
Code: CL50B1400600

Single bed Gro-Therm Diamond 200  
Roll size: 2.1m x 700m
Code: GT38D0210700

Multi bed Gro-Therm
Roll size: 12m x 1000m
Code: GT42C1201000

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Gro-Clean specialist strawberry fi lm

With added strengths and enhanced UV protection, 
this specialist fi lm is the choice for growers around 
the world.
Roll size: 1.4m x 600m, 50mu, Black  
Code: CL50B1400600



Ground Cover

Ground Cover
The ideal choice for growers of 
Strawberries, Tomatoes, Peppers and 
Cucumbers, Agropro is a 100g/m² 
groundcover available in black and 
white and designed to maximise light 
refl ection for the early ripening of fruit 
and salad crops in glasshouse and 
polytunnel production. It also carries a 
5-year UV guarantee.

Primary features include:

  UV resistance – 5 year guarantee

    Provides improved positioning of 
pots and plants

   Easy to maintain and clean - 
reusable over many seasons

   Water permeability maintains 
subsoil moisture levels without 
puddling

   Puncture and tear resistance. Can 
handle pedestrian and light traffi c.

   Increases crop yields by up to 14%

   Unbeatable weed suppression 
without spraying

Material: Woven polypropylene
Weight: 100g/m2
Permeability: 15ltr/m2/sec
UV stabilisation: 5 years

Roll Sizes
1.05m x 100m Code: GROUND3 2.10m x 100m Code: GROUND5
3.30m x 100m Code: GROUND6 4.20m x 50m Code: GROUND7
5.15m x 50m Code: GROUND8  Bespoke sizes are also available on request.

Pegs (15cm) Code: PEGS
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Fencing / Windbreak

Parafence Paraweb
Paraweb Type 50 fencing is designed 
to provide a safe working environment 
and is particularly suitable for use 
in deer farm raceways and holding 
pens.

Strength: 30kN/m
Material: High density polyethylene
Aperture: Size: 950mm x 50mm
UV Stabilisation: 20 years
Colour: Black

Code: PARAWEB1
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Shading/Windbreak

Made from high density polyethylene 
tapes and super strength monofi lament 
to give superior performance in all 
climactic conditions. Tapenet is tear 
proof, rot proof, resistant to both the 
elements and pollutants and is pest 
and disease-free. It is equipped with 
secure, easy-fi x eyelets for easy 
installation.

Performance: 50% shade and wind 
reduction
Material: Knitted high density 
polyethylene
Aperture Size: Fine mesh
UV Stabilisation: 5 years
Colour: Green

Roll sizes
1.2m x 50m                 Code: ROKO1.2
1.8m x 50m                 Code: ROKO1.8

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322



Twines / Netwrap

Baler Twine

Big Bale
7200ft Code: TWIN12
8600ft Code: TWIN10

Jute Twine
1400m

2 ply Fillis Jute Twine
Code: FILLIS2

3 ply Fillis Jute Twine
Code: FILLIS3

Netwrap

Maxicover HT
3000m
28 packs per pallet
Code: NETWRAP

Maxicover HT
3600m
28 packs per pallet
Code: NETWRAP5

Medium 12000ft
Code: TWIN06

Hay 10000ft
Code: TWIN05

Fine 22300ft
Code: TWIN09
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Silage Wrap

28

Tried and tested to withstand the extremes 
of weather conditions ranging from harsh 
Nordic winters to high summer temperatures 
of continental Europe and the wet climes of 
Britain and Ireland.

Unique triple layer construction, instant bond 
and long term adhesion, eliminating “tailing” 
after wrapping and complete air-fastness for 
minimum of 12 months.

Even colour dispersion without stretch marks 
and windowing. Unique additive package for 
long-term protection against fi lm breakdown. 
High tack and impact strength for use on all 
balewrappers - round or square, static or 
trailed, semi or fully auto.

FARM FILM PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Width 500mm 750mm
Length per roll  1,800m  1,500m
Reel Weight 22kg 27.5kg
Reels per pallet   48 reels  40 reels
Thickness: 25mu

SPECIAL PROPERTIES
Unique antioxidant/UV Stabilisers for 
Northern Europe, Southern Europe and 
Deep Sea.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
All TPL Farm Films are recyclable, in 
accordance with the latest environmental 
guidelines. Used fi lm is suitable for plastics 
recycling or it may be burned in a special 
incinerator without producing hazardous 
by-products.

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322

www.agrii.co.uk

Black 750mm Code: SILAFLEX7
Black  500mm Code: SILAFLEX
Green  750mm Code: POLY17
Green  500mm Code: POLY16



Turf Master

 Products  
  

ProM
aster 

ProM
aster 

ProM
aster 

TurfM
aster 

ProM
aster

ProM
aster 

ProM
aster 

TurfM
aster 

ProM
aster 

Bowling Green  X         
Landscape         X  
Caravans        X  
Cricket Squares    X       
Cricket Outfield     X      
Croquet  x         
Lawn Economy         X  
Lawn Fine   X        
Lawn Designer  X         
Football      X     
Gallops       X   
Golf Fairway   X        
Golf Green  X         
Golf Tee   X        
Orchard       X    
Polo        X   
Putting Green  X         
Rugby      X     
Sports Renovation       X    
Shady         X 
Tennis    X       

Available grass seed mixtures and their uses
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Amenity grass species
 Perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne)

  The most widely used species. Recent breeding has meant that although associated 
with hard wearing situations, fi ner leafed denser growing varieties are suitable for fi ner 
lawns.

 Chewings fescue (Festuca rubra commutata)

  Prefers slightly acidic sites. Compact form is ideal for fi nely mown greens and lawns. 
More disease resistant and better colouring up in the Spring than Slender CRF.

 Slender Creeping red fescue (F. rubra litoralis)

  These are more drought tolerant and have better autumn colour than other fescues. Very 
hardy. Intermediate in habit between Chewings and Strong types.

 Strong Creeping red fescue (F. rubra rubra)

  Spreads by rhizomes so is suited to locations which suffer erosion and require stabilisation.
 Sheeps fescue (F. ovina)

  Fine, waxy leaves with greeny blue colour. Ideal for sites of low fertility undergoing 
reclamation.

 Bent (Agrostis spp.) 
 Use in situations which are closely mown.

 Smooth stalked meadow grass (Poa pratensis)

  Can be as hard wearing as perennial ryegrass but takes a bit longer to establish. The 
STRI suggest leaving at least a year between sowing and usage.



Turf Master

 
  

 
 

  

 
 

  

  
  

 
   

  
  

  
  

  
  

kg required to 
reseed at 

20 g / m2 35 g / m2 

Small 
football 
pitch 

90m 
x 45m 

80 140 

Large 
football 
pitch 

120m x 
90m 

220 380 

Bowling 
green 

40m x 
40m 

x 60 

Cricket 
Square 

27m x 6m x 40 

Hockey 
pitch 

90x x 
55m 

100 180 

Polo 
pitch 

275m x 
180m 

1000 x 

Rugby 
pitch 

100m x 
70m 

140 250 

Required seed rates
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We would recommend that over-seeding during or at the end of the playing season is 
part of your normal management. This will help to maintain ground cover and lengthen 
the time between re-seeds. 

Agrii offers a nationwide service of advice and seed supply. If your needs are not met 
within the available grass seed mixtures please contact your agronomist for a customised 
mixture.



Wire, Tree Stakes & Fencing

Coiled Wire
Used for supporting strained wire netting simply to extend the height of a fence, coiled 
wire is a useful and cost-effective product which suits a variety of applications. Coiled 
wire is available in a choice of convenient specifi cations, both in high tensile and mild 
steel.
2.5mm High Tensile 650m 25kg Code: WIR2.5H/T
2.5mm Mild Steel 650m 25kg Code: WIR2.5S/S
3.15mm High Tensile 410m 25kg Code: WIR3.15H/T
3.15 Mild Steel 410m 25kg Code: WIR3.15S/S

Hexagonal wire netting
Agrii’s comprehensive range of Hexagonal wire provides a cost effective solution for 
a wide variety of applications, from pheasant pens to poultry runs and garden use. 
Available in various heights, mesh sizes and thicknesses to suit all budgets. Agrii’s 
hexagonal netting is heavily galvanised for maximum life and is suitable for both 
temporary and permanent fencing requirements.

Wire netting (600mm x 31mm) 50m 19g Code: WIR600NET
Wire netting (1200mm x 31mm) 50m 19g Code: WIR1200NET
Barbed wire 200m  Code: WIR200BARB
Rabbit Net (1050mm x 31mm) 50m 19g Code: RABITNETT
C8/80/15 Field fence 50m  Code: FIELDFENCE

Tree Guards Anchor Rods
600mm x 600mm 850mm X 12mm
Premium Wire Code: TRREGUK Code: ANCHORROD
Standard Wire Code: TREEWIRE
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Wire, Tree Stakes & Fencing

Tree stakes
‘Traditionally peeled’, Air Dried Stakes
Any diameter can be supplied. Whilst not 100% redwood, these pressure creosoted 
stakes have been used successfully in the UK and Europe for many years.

2.5m No5 Code: STAK44
1.8m No6 Code: STAK61
3.5m No10 Code: STAK55
2.5m No6 Code: STAK56

Please contact Agrii to fi nd out the other sizes available

Spiral Tree Guards
600mm 250/pack Code: TREEG1

Tree Ties
8mm x 150m Green Code: TREET8M
5mm x 300m Green Code: TREET5M

8mm x 150mm Yellow Code: TIE5
5mm x 300mm Yellow Code: TIE4
3mm x 100mm Yellow Code: TIE3
 

Elbow Clips
NR40 Code: VICL02

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Tree Ties

Description Size Colour Pack
size

Code

Tree support ties 
(TST300)

5cm diam x 
3/4mm wire

Black 50 TREEST300

Tree support ties 
(TST400)

7.5cm diam x 
3/4mm wire

Black 50 TREEST400

Tree support ties 
(TST600)

10cm diam x 
6/8mm wire

black 50 TREEST600

The TREE SUPPORT TIE is designed to support and protect the tree when grown against 
steel, nylon wire and non slip cord. The tie acts as a cushion by the nature of the soft 
synthetic rubber material and design. For the TST300, 400 and 600 lift upwards the hinged 
centre block, position the support wire underneath and into the two grooves either side. 
Bring the two straps round the tree and tighten each one, so the whole tie self grips. When 
the tie is tightened it self grips and does not slip along the wire or cord. The tie is soft, 
strong, black and UV protected.

Description Size Colour Pack 
size

Code

Tree Tie 4mm x 320m black Roll TREE4MM
Soft tree tie 3mm x 150m Green Ball TREESOFT
Buckle Tree Ties 60cm x 

22mm
black Single RAI3

Grafting Wax 5Kg Block GRAFT4
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Pruning Equipment

34

The Original (Model 2)
Original model with riveted 
anvil blade
Handles have rubber shock 
absorber & cushion to protect 
the wrist. Toothed centre-
nut for aligning the cutting 
and anvil blades easily 
and precisely for a clean, 
accurate cut. Blade with wire 
cutting notch, sap groove, 
riveted anvil blade, forged 
aluminium alloy handles.

Length: 21.5cm
Weight: 240gm
Code: FELCO2

Economy (Model 5)
Economy model with 
steel handles
Recommended for basic 
garden maintenance. 
Pressed steel handles, 
tapered blade, and easy 
cutting adjustment.

Length: 22.5cm
Weight: 310gm
Code: FELCO5

Compact (Model 6)
For the smaller hand, 
light and compact with 
tapered cutting head.
Recommended for all 
pruning.

Length: 19.5cm
Weight: 210gm
Code: FELCO6

Professional (Model 7)
High performance model 
for intensive pruning with 
rotating handle which 
reduces the effort by a third 
when pruning.
Recommended for 
prolonged pruning. 
Revolving handle 
spreads muscular force 
evenly over all fi ngers, 
preventing tendonitis and 
infl ammation.

Length: 21cm
Weight: 290gm
Code: FELCO7

Altuna Secature
A general purpose secateur for the professional.

Code: ALTSEC

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322
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Pruning Equipment
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Felco 600 Saw
Reliable: Rust resistant hard-chromed 
blade made of high-quality steel. Impulse 
heat treatment of the teeth. Clean, precise 
cut. Parts can be replaced.
Effi cient: Conical blade shape that cuts 
without clogging. The set and shape of the 
teeth prevents sap build-up. Maintenance 
free.
Ergonomic: Comfortable non-slip handle. 
Code: FELCFS

Felco 600 replacement blade
Code: FELCFBL

Felco 621 Saw
Replaceable rust resistant, hard chromed 
blade made pof high quality steel. 
Exceptional performance conical blade 
cuts with ease. Complete with sheath for 
right or left hand use with belt loop.
Blade length: 24cm
Weight: 305gm
Code: FEL621

Felco 621 replacement blade
Code: FEL621B

ARS Saw
25cm Code: BRIDG25S
30cm Code: BRIDG30S

ARS replacement blades
Code: BRIDG25B
Code: BRIDG30B

ARS Vine Snips
Code: ARSV1

Altuna Folding Saw
A compact folding pull saw, 
180mm long and weighs 280g.
Code: ALTFS

Altuna Pruning Saw
A pruning saw, complete with 
sheath and belt hook. Two sizes and 
replacement blades available.
300mm Replacement Blade
Code: ALT300SA Code: ALT300BL
270mm Replacement Blade
Code: ALT270SA Code: ALT270BL



Pruning Equipment
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Aluminium Loppers (Model 210A)
Interchangeable aluminium handled loppers are extremely durable. Ergonomic 
and comfortable, with a soft non-slip coating on the handles. Fine blade adjustment 
mechanism to ensure a clean, precise cut.

Maximum cutting diameter: 3.5cm
Length: 60cm
Weight: 785g
Code: FEL21

A lightweight yet extremely strong lopper making 
use of carbon fi bre material. Weighs complete at 88g 
and has a length of 60cm.
Code: ALTLOCF

Loppers
A long handle lopper weighing 1.4kg. A 
robust lopper with twist lock extendable 
aluminium handles 63cm up to 93cm.
Code: ALTOPEX

A steel handled lopper with a weight of 
only 1.2kg and a length of 60cm.
Code: ALTLOPST
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Picking Buckets

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322

Picking Buckets

These regular fruit picking buckets have been, and still are the workhorse of the top 
fruit industry for over two decades. Designed and engineered for use in demanding 
situations, these buckets are exceptionally functional and simple in their operations.

  Firm, comfortable shoulder pads with fully adjustable buckles
  Polyurethane foam casting
   Strong nylon oxford library (also available with a soft velour fi nish for handling 

sensitive skinned fruit
  Abrasion resistant PVC wear strips
  Tough, durable, polyethylene shell protects the fruit from bruising
  Simple, easy-to-use rope and hook catch system
  Long liner extension relieves back strain when releasing fruit

Stonefruit Bucket
14 Litre
Code: BUCK4

Aluminium Picking Buckets
20lb Code: PICKIN20
30lb Code: PICKIN30

Small Bucket
21 Litre
Code: BUCK1

Standard Bucket
28 Litre
Code: BUCK2



Sprayers/Labels

The 2000 Series
The 2000 series is designed and built to comply with future 
international safety standards. In addition, special focus has 
been put on operator comfort, safety and modern design. With 
only few and very easily repairable wearing parts along with 
the very ergonomic design, the 2000 series will prove to be the 
model sprayer of the future.
The 2000 series is available in 15 litre and 20 litre versions.
The 2000 Series offers you:

   Chemical resistant shoulder pads for safety and comfort 
together with a waist belt to spread the load

   Service kits, Nozzle packs and spare parts are also available
   Ergonomic handle with storage facility for extra nozzles, 

fi lters and other accessories
   Large fi ller hole and deep strainer to prevent splash back to 

strainers / fi lters to clean impurities before nozzle outlet
  High resistance GRP Lance adaptable for all types of nozzles
  Ergonomic, robust and lightweight design
  Left/right hand operation
  Wide range of accessories
  All parts easily repairable without the use of tools

CP3 20lts Code: KANPSA002
CP5 5lts Code: KNAP17
CP15 15lts Code: KNAP16

Description Size Writing area Colour Pack size Code
4” Labels 10cm 10 x 1.4cm White 1000 LABL4
5” Labels 12.5cm 12.5 x 1.4cm White 1000 LABL5
6” Labels 15cm 15 x 1.7cm White 1000 LABL6
Loop lock labels 16cm 11 x 1.6cm White 1000 LABFLEXI

T Bed Labels 20cm 8 x 5cm White Singles BEDSL200
T Bed Labels 24cm 10 x 6cm White Singles BEDSL250
Angled Bed Labels 27cm 13 x 8 cm White Singles BEDSL275
Angled Bed Labels 38cm 10 x 6cm White/ Blue Singles BEDSL400
Angled Bed Labels 53cm 16 x 10cm White/ Yellow Singles BEDSL500

Black Marker Pens
Fine tipped

Black Single MARKER

Labels
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Vineyard Products

Bamboo canes
Size Quantity Code
900mm (3ft) 500 /bale CAN3/9
1200mm (4ft) 250/bale CAN4/18
1800mm (6ft) 250/bale CAN6/28
2400mm (8ft) 125/bale CAN8/44
2.94m 22-24 mm 50/bale CAN30

Gripple wire joiners & tensioners
The system of choice for joining and tensioning steel wire
trellis work.

Size Specifi cation Code
Standard For 2 - 3.15mm GRIPPERS
Jumbo Up to 5mm GRIPPERJ
Applicator tool For tensioning GRIPPPLR

Vineguards
For protection from damage by vermin and herbicides.
Enhanced establishment.

Type Size Code
Vineguard 60cm RAI23
Plastic mesh 60cm RAI21
Snapmax guard 75cm RAI24
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Vineyard Products

Vine Clips
Various clips for securing vines to support wires.

Product Quantity Code
Elbow clip NR40 Per 1000 VICL02
Rebstar ‘big’ clip Per 1000 VICL06
Netting clip Per 1000 NETCL1

Nails & Chain

Type Size / Quantity Code
End post nail 55mm/5kg WINA02
Hock nail 55mm/5kg HOOKNAIL5
Chains Per 100 WINA20 

Max tapener machine
The tried and tested method for tying in vines.

Product Quantity Code
Machine (HTB) Single MAXT1
Staples 2500 MAXSTAPL

Tape

Description Size Pack size AX code
Max Tape Green 26m 10 rolls MAXT13
Max Tape Green 40m 10 rolls MAXT9
Max Tape Red 16m 10 rolls MAXT7
Max Tape Blue 26m 10 rolls MAXT6
Max Blades 3Pk MAXBLADE
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Biological Control

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
For more information, contact Agrii

T: 0845 607 3322

Thrips
There are many species of thrips found in Britain, 
several of which may occasionally attack crops. The 
most common species found on protected crops are 
Thrips tabaci (onion thrips) and more recently Frank-
liniella occidentalis (western fl ower thrips or W.F.T.).

Thrips feed on many types of crops causing 
damage to leaves and scarring to both fl owers 
and fruit. Damage to leaves can be recognised by 
the appearance of white fl ecks with black spots 
(droppings) in them. If the damage is severe, leaves 
become totally “silvered” and many young and 
adult thrips can be seen underneath the leaf and 
in the fl owers. Thrips can also transmit viruses such 
as tomato spotted wilt virus, which is damaging to a 
range of crops.

Some of the Biological agents we can supply to 
control Thrips include:
Amblyseius cucumeris
Orius laevigatus
Hypoaspis miles
Steinernema feltiae

Vine weevil
The Black Vine Weevil (Otiorhynchus sulcatus) is 
a pest of many crops, and is a major pest where 
polythene or containers are used. Adults feed at 
night, and are therefore rarely seen, they leave 
rounded notches at the edges of leaves and fl owers. 
It is the damage done to the plant roots by larval 
feeding which causes crop losses. Attacked plants 
often show few symptoms above ground until they 
are severely weakened and dying.

Some of the Biological agents we can supply to 
control Vine Weevil include:
Steinernema kraussei
Heterorhabditis megidis

For specifi c advice and guidance on these and the 
other biological control options, contact your local 
Agrii agronomist
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Biological Control

For specifi c advice and guidance on these and the other biological control options, 
contact your local Agrii agronomist.

Whitefl y
The glasshouse whitefl y (Trialeurodes vaporariorum) 
is a familiar pest, attacking a wide range of 
greenhouse crops. It feeds on the plant sap, reducing 
plant vigour and can multiply rapidly. It can also 
transmit viruses and the honeydew produced can 
encourage the growth of “sooty moulds”, which 
reduce the plants photosynthetic ability and may 
affect the quality of fruit and fl owers.

Increasing resistance of whitefl y to chemical 
pesticides is making the use of biological control 
more important in the management of this pest.

Some of the Biological agents we can supply to 
control Whitefl y include:
Encarsia formosa
Eretmocerus

Aphids
Aphids are small pear-shaped insects that vary 
in colour both within and between species. With 
their alarming rate of reproduction and increasing 
resistance to pesticides, they are becoming a much 
more serious threat to greenhouse crops.

All aphids feed by inserting their stylets into the 
conducting vessels of the plant and feeding on plant 
sap. There are now effective aphid predators and 
parasites, and growers have started to rely on these 
for control. The biological control agent used can 
depend on several factors including pest levels and 
aphid species.

Some of the Biological agents we can supply to 
control Aphids include:
Aphidius colemani
Aphidius ervi
Aphidoletes aphidimyza
Aphelinus abdominalis
Chrysoperla carnea



Biological Control

Spider mite
Glasshouse spider mite or two spotted mite 
(Tetranychus urticae) is one of the most damaging 
pests which attack horticultural crops. A wide 
range of crops are affected, both protected and fi eld 
grown. Spider mites have a rapid reproduction and 
development which make resistance to chemicals 
more likely.

The mites feed by sucking sap from under the surface 
of the leaf. This produces groups of small white 
speckles which are clearly seen from the upper 
surface of the leaf. When mite numbers become high, 
these spots coalesce, giving a bleached appearance 
to the affected tissue. This can affect both plant 
appearance and reduce photosynthesis which may 
in turn result in plant death. Spider mite also produce 
webs and some strains have toxic saliva which can 
cause serious damage when only few mites are 
present (toxicity is most common on tomato plants).

Some of the Biological agents we can supply to 
control Spider mite include:
Phytoseiulus persimilis
Phytoseiulus persimilis
Feltiella acarisuga

For specifi c advice and guidance on these and the other biological control options, 
contact your local Agrii agronomist.
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Pollination Agents

Bumblebees
Bumblebee hives have been used for pollination in a wide 
range of crops for over 20 years, helping UK growers achieve 
the highest yields of top quality fruit and vegetables. Prior 
to the development in the use of Bumblebee hives, growers 
often relied on manual pollination.

More effi cient than Honeybees, Bumblebees work at lower 
temperatures and lower light intensities by in comparison. In 
this way Bumblebee colonies tend to be smaller in number 
but more productive.

We can supply a range of Bumblebee Hive types to suit most 
crops and situations both indoor (protected cropping) and 
outdoor. Bumblebees can be used effectively in Strawberries, 
Raspberries, Blueberries, Cane Fruit, Bush Fruit, Apples, 
Pears, Cherries, Plums, Apricots, Top Fruit, Stone Fruit, the 
list is almost endless!

Hives are rated by size of the colony and this also relates to 
the period that they will remain active as well as the area 
they will effectively pollinate.

Bombus terrestris Audax
These can be used in all situations both protected cropping 
and outdoor crops such as Apples, Pears, Blueberries and 
Cherries to supplement natural pollinating insects.

When using Bumblebees to pollinate outdoor crops, the 
hives should be positioned in the middle of the orchard or 
plantation to avoid the bees pollinating neighbouring crops. 
It is also important to ensure adequate protection is given to 
the hives against rain and direct sun.

Bombus terrestris
Hives of this bee are only permitted for use in protected 
cropping situations and you may require a licence from 
Natural England to use this type of bee as they are not native 
to the UK. 

For specifi c advice and guidance on Pollination and the other biological control 
options, contact your local Agrii agronomist.

The information on this page was correct at the time of printing.
Can’t see what you’re looking for?

For more information, contact Agrii
T: 0845 607 3322
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Dutch Plantin

Growbags
The big bales from stock
Since 1985, Dutch Plantin is involved in the production of growbags. The Dutch Plantin 
growbag is a complete growing substrate which is easy to handle and easy to use. 
The growbags are produced in India where the production plants of Dutch Plantin can be 
found. 
After the production of the substrate, the material is compressed in planks to improve the 
transport of the growbags to the end user. The bags are available in different sizes (length, 
width and height) and therefore very client-friendly for the grower.

   Dutch Plantin growbags contain a consistent growing medium. 
   Dutch Plantin growbags are available in different structures. 

 o The standard growbags contains 100% Coco-pith. 
 o The Optima growbags contains Coco-chips fi ne. 

   Dutch Plantin growbags can be produced with plant holes. 
   Dutch Plantin growbags can be produced in different sizes. 
   Dutch Plantin growbags have a high UV resistance. 
   Dutch Plantin growbags are easy to handle. 
   Dutch Plantin growbags are available with washed-as well as buffered coco. 
   Dutch Plantin growbags are delivered on pallets.

Types of substrate: 
Both the bag and its contents are thoroughly tested. It is no coincidence that we are the fi rst 
producer to receive a RHP label on buffered growbags. A big advantage is of our growbag 
is that you are always assured of the correct output and size. 
Because of the different climates and cultures, the demands are very much various. Dutch 
Plantin helps to fi nd the right substrate for your culture and your climate. 
To serve the grower, there are 2 types of substrate, used in the Dutch Plantin growbag. 
First there is the growbag with 100% Coco-pith. This growbag is used for longer cultures 
(like roses) and also in warm climates where you fi nd much evaporation. For shorter 
cultures and in cooler climates, a more coarse medium is often used. This Optima 
growbag is containing Coco-chips fi ne and has for that reason a higher air content and 
more drainage. The plastic which is used for the growbags is UV resistant which is very 
important in warmer countries and when growbags are used for more than 1 year.
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Dutch Plantin

Coco-pith production:
The husk which grows around the hard coconut contains both fi bres and fi ne materials. 
After most of the fi bre has been removed we are left with the fi ne material, the Coco-pith. 

When Dutch Plantin started with the production of Coco-pith, 20 years ago, big amounts 
of this fi ne pith were stored in the open fi eld for many years. This gave a product that 
was washed (after many monsoons) and stable (after staying there for so many years). 
Nowadays this is different: those buffers are exhausted and if you want to be sure to have 
a reliable, stable and clean Coco-pith, it is necessary to change to a more professional and 
industrial way of working.

Coco-pith
Coco-pith is a growing medium which is in use since many years. The popularity is due to 
the remarkable good characteristics: 

   Coco-pith has naturally a high air-porosity. 
   Coco-pith absorbs water easily. 
   Coco-pith is a stable material. 
   Coco-pith is a 100% organic material. 
   Coco-pith is easy in handling. 
   Coco-pith can be transported in compressed form in different shapes. 
   Coco-pith is a growing medium with proven experience.
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Dutch Plantin

Buffering: 
Because Coco-pith has a negatively charged complex, there are positively charged 
ions primarily consisting of sodium and potassium on this complex. This doesn’t cause 
many problems to start with, because these elements surround the complex (like iron 
to a magnet) and are bound and therefore not available to the plant root. The problem, 
however, begins after fertilising with calcium or magnesium (which elements are always 
used in cultivation). The calcium will push the sodium and potassium from the complex 
and take their place. 

This all sounds very theoretical but it has real consequences for growers: although they 
feed the plants calcium, sodium and potassium will become available to the plant roots 
instead. To prevent this from happening, Dutch Plantin has added another coco product 
to their range; besides washed coco we also offer buffered coco-pith. In the buffered coco-
pith the ions have been exchanged and the excess of sodium and potassium have been 
washed away…the time bomb has been deactivated!

Aging: 
To guarantee the stability of the Coco-pith, we “age” the Coco-pith before further treatment. 
Although this is a quite expensive way of production, we do this to avoid problems with 
breaking down of the Coco-pith and to improve the stability and reliability of your growing 
medium. 

Washing: 
Many customers prefer to have a washed material because this fi ts better in their culture 
or way of working. To avoid surprises with high EC’s, Dutch Plantin washes the Coco-pith 
before sending it to the customer. The EC is washed down to less than 1,0 mS/cm in 1:1,5 
dilution. 

For this purpose, Dutch Plantin has access to clean water reserves.
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MetQuest App and Dashboard

Agrii MetQuest App and Dashboard
The Agrii MetQuest App and Dashboard provide 
a highly localised weather service, available 
to both Agrii agronomists and Agrii customers. 
Using Agrii’s network of Adcon weather stations, 
the MetQuest App and Dashboard collect and 
model the extensive weather data, allowing Agrii 
customers and Agrii agronomists to accurately 
predict and monitor pest and disease pressure – 
helping to support decision making on farm.

Each weather station captures extensive data 
which is used to calculate pest and disease 
forecasts.

Main features of the MetQuest App and 
Dashboard:

   Weather forecasting (2 day and 10 day)
   Weather history with 
8 days of historical 
weather data

   Spraying 
forecast

   Pest and 
disease 
forecasting

The data collected is as 
follows:

   Average daily 
temperatures

   Max and min 
temperatures

   Rainfall
   Solar radiation
   Relative humidity
   Wind direction & 
wind speed

   Leaf wetness
   Evapotranspiration

Key grower benefi ts 
of the MetQuest App 
Dashboard:

   Accurate 2 day and 
10 day weather 
forecasts

   Highly localised 
historical weather 
data

   Decision tools for crop 
spraying

   Pest and disease 
control

The MetQuest App and 
Dashboard can assist the Agrii 
agronomist and customer to 
make the best decision about 
appropriate products and timing of future 
crop protection measures. Agrii have 
over 200 weather stations in the UK. 
More weather stations mean accurate 
local data, resulting in more reliable and 
therefore more valuable pest and disease 
forecasting.

For more information or to get access to 
the MetQuest App and/or Dashboard, 
please speak to your Agrii agronomist or 
contact Neil Obbard on 07885 252418.
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Weather Station Sensors

Agrii Weather Stations include all the sensors required to compute the most common disease 
models. For a full list of available sensors, visit www.agrii.co.uk/products-services/
metquest-weather-stations/

SEN-R Combi-sensor
Extremely accurate and
robust combi-sensor for air
temperature and humidity.

Wind Sensors
Wind sensors recording
both wind speed and wind
direction.

Leaf Wetness Sensor
An electronic leaf sensor
to simulate moisture levels
on leaves.

Rain Gauge RG1 200mm
Designed as a universal rain 
gauge that meets the needs 
of most applications and 
locations.

Soil Temperature Probe
A probe specifi cally 
developed for measuring 
soil temperature at variable 
depths.

Soil Moisture Sensor
Designed to measure soil
moisture and temperature
in all kinds of soils at a wide
range of depths.

GPRS Transmitters
Various GPRS data loggers
are available to wirelessly
transmit the weather station 
data depending on the 
location and requirements.

Pyranometer
A sensor used for recording
solar radiation levels.

Solar Panel
Provides a power supply
to the GPRS transmitter
enabling remote installation
in most locations.

To fi nd out more about our weather station network and decision support services, please consult 
your usual Agrii contact or Neil Obbard on 07885 252418 or neil.obbard@agrii.co.uk
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Agrii harnesses the power of skilled agronomists 
and the best agri-intelligence to deliver unrivalled 
expertise and support for sustainable and 
profi table farming systems in the UK.

As a leading provider of agronomy services, 
technology and strategic advice, Agrii combines 
excellence and innovation with the latest research 
and development to ensure our customers can 
meet today’s farming challenges with knowledge 
and confi dence.

Contacts:
For more information on our Ancillary Product 
range please contact your Agrii agronomist or 
speak to our Customer Services Team on the 
number below:

Agrii Customer Services
Tel: 0845 607 3322
Fax: 0845 607 3300
Email: info@agrii.co.uk

www.agrii.co.uk
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